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 How is the identity of a people living in diaspora maintained? The people of Tibet 
have been living in exile since the Chinese occupation began in 1959. As a result the 
Tibetan people have been working to find ways to maintain their identity, religion and 
culture. In Many ways the current Tibetan plight can be compared to the experiences of 
the Jewish people in exile and diaspora. 
 In every community around the world, it is through the youth of the community 
that a culture, a religion, a people and an identity in exile and diaspora is both maintained 
and changed. The youth are the future and bonds that hold everything together, they are 
the carriers of the lessons, the stories, the traditions, the history, and eventually the 
wisdom; the youth are the core of the culture and the culture is dependent on the youth. 
Especially in exile and diaspora, the youth organizations keep the entirety of the culture 
connected across any distance. The Tibetan Jewish Youth Exchange (TJYE) and Longsho 
are organizations that have been created to provide support for the perpetuation of a 
distinct Tibetan identity. TJYE utilizes social tools and models of the thriving Jewish 
youth movements. In particular, TJYE focuses on informal education for providing social 
and cultural connections for the Tibetan youth in exile. 
 In this project I explore the importance and centrality of youth education to the 
perpetuation of a culture in exile. I ask why it may be helpful for communities in exile to 
have vibrant youth organizations. In doing so I analyze the work of TYJE and Longsho 
while making comparisons to the North American Federation of Temple Youth (NFTY), 
one of the Reform Jewish youth movements in America. As an aspiring Jewish youth 
worker, I base much of the comparisons between my fieldwork studying TJYE and 
Longsho in Dharamsala, India, with my personal experience in NFTY in the United 
States. I also look at the modes of support and the ways in which the growth of a Tibetan 
youth movement had contributed to the perseverance of the Tibetan people in exile. 
 Finally, I conclude with the realization that TJYE, and the connection between the 
Tibetan and Jewish people could provide a model by which other displaced communities 
around the world could look to for an example of survival through the formation of 
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 In 1959, due to the Chinese occupation of Tibet and the instability of the 
government,1 His Holiness the Dalai Lama fled into exile followed by one-hundred 
thousand other Tibetans.2 Since 1959 Tibetans have been restricted from practicing their 
religion and culture, and have been imprisoned and tortured inside their own homeland, 
Tibet. Approximately 1.2 million Tibetans have died at the hands of the Chinese 
government over the past fifty-one years of occupation. There are approximately six 
million3 Tibetans in the world and out of this six million only one-hundred and fifty 
thousand living in exile and diaspora in Nepal, India and increasingly all over the globe. 
It is only these one-hundred and fifty who are allowed to use their voices and work to 
link Tibetans together and preserve the roots of their religion, culture, and memory.4 
 How is the identity of a people in exile or diaspora maintained? Since the 
beginning of the Tibetan exile the Tibetan people have been working to find ways to 
maintain their identity, religion, memory and culture. In many ways the current Tibetan 
plight can be compared to the past struggles of the Jewish people in exile and diaspora. 
“L’dor va’dor, from generation to generation” is a core principal of Judaism, taught and 
repeated throughout Jewish education, and especially in the Jewish youth movements. 
The youth are the future and the bonds that hold everything together, they are the carriers 
of the lessons, the stories, the traditions, the history, and eventually the wisdom. The 
                                                           
1   Akestor, Matthew 
2   Posman, Ellen 
3   I am continually struck when I hear that there are six million Tibetans in the world because six million is 
also the number of Jews that were killed in the Holocaust. This is beyond the scope of this study but I 
thought that it was important to make a note of this both because of the strange and upsetting significance 
of this number for both Tibetans and Jews, but also as a personal point of interest and conflict, as this 
number represents a juxtaposition of living versus dead people.  






youth are the core of culture and identity, and culture and identity are dependent on the 
youth. Especially in exile or diaspora, the youth organizations keep their people, their 
culture, connected across any distance. It is through the youth that a culture, religion, 
people, identity, memory in exile and diaspora is maintained.  
 Only four days before I left the United States to study abroad with the School for 
International Training (SIT) for the fall 2010 semester, I attended the 45th anniversary 
celebration of the Union for Reform Judaism (URJ) Kutz Camp. I was talking to my 
friend, Cantor Zoe Jacobs, about my upcoming semester abroad. I told her that I was 
going to Nepal to study Tibet. When she heard this she immediately told me to look up 
something called “TJYE”. That night I went home and searched for “TJYE” on the 
internet and found the Tibetan Jewish Youth Exchange.  
 The URJ Kutz Camp is a place of great importance to me and to this project. Back 
in the summer of 2006 at age fifteen, I was a participant, a camper, at the Kutz Camp. 
After that summer I became very eager to be further involved in the URJ, Union for 
Reform Judaism, and NFTY, the North American Federation of Temple Youth; A 
Reform Jewish youth movement and branch of the URJ. All of the URJ camps across 
North America, as they are also part of the URJ, are deeply connected to NFTY and 
many of the children who attend URJ camps become involved in NFTY later when they 
enter high school. The URJ Kutz Camp is known as NFTY’s summer home and 
leadership training camp. The Kutz Camp participants are all high school students and the 
focus of their summer is on enriching their Jewish identity and growing as leaders. Many 
of the leaders and future leaders of NFTY attend the Kutz Camp. Rabbi Mike Mellen, the 






NFTY has members in every state in the U.S., every province in Canada, 
and occasionally members in Puerto Rico. Our 19 regions range in 
membership from around 205 members to over 1000 members. Altogether 
NFTY has approximately 8000 members, about 7000 individual 
participants in events, and about 13000 total registrations for events, and 
about 130 events per year. This doesn’t include the thousands of youth 
programs happening within congregational Temple Youth Groups. 
Beyond the Youth Movement, NFTY runs Israel Programs, works with the 
URJ Camping system, especially with the URJ Kutz Camp which is 
NFTY’s summer home.5 
 
 Since the summer of 2006 I have grown deeply connected to NFTY and the Kutz 
Camp. This sincere interest and passion that I have for my own roots in NFTY and as a 
Reform Jew, have led me back to the Kutz Camp for the past three summers to be on 
staff, to (hopefully) pursue a career in a similar area in the future. All of this has led me 
to my work with the Tibetan Jewish Youth Exchange (TJYE) and my interest in 
understanding how youth education is central to the perpetuation of people living far 
from their native homeland. 
 TJYE was formed in 2000 following dialogue in October of 1990 between 
Tibetan and Jewish leaders inspired by the request of His Holiness the Dalai Lama to 
‘share the secret of Jewish survival in exile’. This dialogue is documented in Rodger 
Kamenetz’s “The Jew in the Lotus,” which I will discuss later.  TJYE is a partnership 
between Jewish youth in England and around the world and Tibetan youth in 
Dharamsala, India. TJYE was started in order to share the Jewish model of informal 
education, education outside of the formalities of classrooms. Through the exchange, 
Jewish and Tibetan youth have strengthened their identities and increased their global and 
cross-cultural understanding. Across the Jewish community in England, Jewish youth 
have been brought together, across the denominations that often deeply divide the Jewish 
                                                           






people, through their Jewish identities and shared understanding of diaspora experience 
to support the Tibetan community, another community currently in exile and diaspora.6 
 In the following August of 2000, in Dharamsala, India, Longsho was formed with 
the assistance of TJYE, with the goal of bringing together Tibetan youths in exile to take 
pride, preserve Tibetan Buddhist culture and to encourage a strong connection with Tibet. 
The word “Longsho” in Tibetan means “to stand up” or “to rise up.” Longsho is an 
organization endorsed by His Holiness the Dalai Lama and “does not desire to be a 
political entity” in the sense that identity is separate from “political”, defined more in the 
sense of protesting, rallying, and becoming involved in activities of this sort.7 Sonam 
Dorjee, who worked with Longsho as a youth worker in 2004 explained, 
freedom is not all about getting rid of Chinese flag and putting Tibetan 
flag…the world needs Tibetan culture. Identity is very much 
important…Tibetan movement is not [only] about freedom, it is about 
Tibetan identity. …we may be in India 100 years, but if we loss of Tibetan 
identity there is no point. …they (the Chinese) invade our country but they 
fail to invade the heart of Tibetan people.8 
 
 Longsho teaches these values by running bi-annual camps during winter and 
summer holidays. The governing structure of Longsho’s leadership consists of a president 
who handles most of the logistics, organization and office work, a youth worker who 
assists the president (both of these are paid positions), volunteers who are usually in their 
late teens and twenties, and the student participants whose ages range from 
approximately between ten to fourteen years old (classes six through nine). At each camp 
Longsho has about thirty to forty participants and ten volunteers.9  
                                                           
6   Tibetan Jewish Youth Exchange: About TJYE: The History of TJYE and Longsho. 2009. 
<http://www.tjye.org.uk/about/history-of-tjye.html> 
7   Longsho: About Us: Introduction to Longsho. <http://www.longsho.org/home/about_us/intro.html> 
8   Sonam Dorjee. 17 November 2010. 






 In the pages that follow, I explore the value of youth agency and why the 
education of the youth is particularly important. I also look at the importance of youth 
leadership in Longsho and NFTY, and why it is most valuable for youth to take on 
leadership roles. 
 
Youth Activism: “We Fight to Win” 
 
 In her book “We Fight to Win; Inequality and the Politics of Youth Activism” 
Hava Rachel Gordon claims that youth in general are discriminated against, suppressed, 
and ignored because they are under age. In her study of American teenagers in high 
schools on the American West coast, Gordon says that  “youth are socially constructed as 
citizen participants only in future tense: ill-equipped to participate in social and political 
decision making as youth, only capable of this participation as adults.”10 From this 
Gordon goes on to discuss the concept of “creating citizens” and provides a unique and 
challenging approach to what she calls the “creation of citizens out of the youth”. From 
this perspective, youth are derided and discriminated against because they are only 
important to society on the basis of their future adulthood.  
 Gordon’s work informs the framework of my study, however I find that in the 
case of the Tibetan and Jewish people in exile, many of Gordon’s claims do not hold true. 
For example, preparing for the future is one of the main goals of both the Tibetan and 
Jewish youth movements. In this fashion, a common understanding of “the future: is seen 
in cultural terms rather than political. It is for this reason that Longsho is not a political 
movement per se, but an organization that promotes the cultural perpetuity of the Tibetan 
                                                                                                                                                                               






people. Lhundup Woeser, who was president of Longsho in 2007 and 2008, said to me 
“We are not like strict political…we are preserving identity and having camps.” He 
explained that one “cannot do political things” in the name of Longsho,11 meaning 
rallying or protesting. While Lundhup Woeser was careful to add that an individual 
person can do “political things” of his/her own accord, but these activities are not tied to 
or in association with Longsho.  
 Interestingly, the young people involved in Longsho are taught through the Jewish 
model of informal education. Informal education is a way of teaching outside of lectures, 
and structures usually used in a formal classroom. Informal education provides a venue 
for learning through games, group projects, presentations, activities and every day 
interactions. Through this model Tibetan culture and identity through the contexts of 
Tibetan Buddhism, Tibetan language, Tibetan customs such as wearing the traditional 
chupa and eating tsampa (barley flour mixed with tea and other ingredients to make a 
thick sort of batter) and even democracy.12 What is most striking to me though is that 
Longsho dedicates, sometimes as much as a fifth of their camps to Jewish history and the 
Jewish-Tibetan connection.13 All of these topics not only preserve identity and culture, 
they also educate the youth about the importance of continuing these practices and 
traditions not only now but into the future. Through informal education youth build upon 
their knowledge of their own traditions and in Longsho it is most unique that Tibetan and 
Jewish youth are also given a venue to learn about each other and the importance of 
partnership to surviving and moving forward. 
                                                                                                                                                                               
10   Gordon, Hava Rachel, p. 9.  
11   Woeser, Lhundup 
12   According to my conversations with Sonam Dorjee, Lhundup Woeser, Pema Tenzin, and Jamyang 






 Of course, Gordon might say that all of these topics used in the informal 
education model actually suppress voice of Tibetan youth, and only focus on preparing 
them only for their adult lives and identities. Moreover the effort to seemingly silence 
Tibetan adolescent political activity by disassociating Longsho from the broader political 
atmosphere might be misconstrued as “political inactivity” as a way of preparing the 
Tibetan youth for their future as adults. However, from Longsho’s perspective, not taking 
to the streets in rally and protest is not political inactivity or suppression. To the contrary, 
“non-political” organizations like Longsho are highly political insofar as they are the 
main lifelines for the sustenance and connection for Tibetan culture, religion and identity 
in exile and diaspora. Like the American feminist mantra, “the personal is political”, 
Longsho sees Tibetan culture transmitted through the daily affairs of the young people. 
Here, even Gordon admits “At the same time, youth movements also signify an instance 
of collective youth agency, which, unlike many forms of subcultural agency, is explicitly 
and self-consciously political.”14 
 Inevitably, promoting non-political activities among the youth is also a pragmatic 
way of ensuring their safety, and hence, the perpetuity of the community. In effect, this 
builds the foundation of cultural leadership. In the Reform Jewish community in NFTY, 
there is also a system of creating leaders. Rabbi Mike Mellen explains,  
there are two primary ways in which leaders are raised - peer mentored 
and adult leader mentored. Both are important and fairly consistent across 
programs and regions. We encourage teen leaders to intentionally identify 
and work with younger teens, adult leaders also work to identify younger 
teens who might prove to be fantastic.  
 
When I asked Rabbi Mike why this raising of leaders is an important part of NFTY 
                                                                                                                                                                               
13  Bergen, Marc. 






and/or the greater Reform Jewish community, he answered,  
I believe that Reform Judaism and NFTY have something unique, 
meaningful and life-enhancing to offer to the world. We need individuals 
capable of leading others, guiding others, mentoring others to create strong 
life-affirming communities that can help share what Reform Judaism has 
to offer. I think we have an opportunity to provide skills, attitudes and 
knowledge that can set a foundation for generations of Reform Jews to 
play essential roles in guiding our world.15 
  
 The process of raising leaders has been an important one in the continuation and 
growth of NFTY. Longsho is on a very similar path of working towards its own system 
of raising leaders. By having youth led camps and inviting younger students to 
participate, the leaders of Longsho set an example, very similar to the one set by the 
leadership of NFTY, that those participating in the camps this year, will  become the next 
generation of leaders in future years. This generation to generation leadership give the 
youth of Longsho a voice, agency and empowerment.  
 Certainly NFTY has a pattern of youth empowerment and agency in a way that 
even Gordon may agree is effective and gives youth a voice not only in the present as 
young leaders, but as they grow and further their experience of both mentorship and 
leadership moving into adulthood. Rabbi Mike went on to discuss why it is important that 
youth are the leaders of informal education. He says,  
We also work to provide the tools necessary for teens in key elements of 
Jewish education. This is both because we understand that leading 
education deepens one’s own understanding of knowledge and because 
teens participating in the program connect with a program more 
profoundly when peers do it well.16  
 
 The methods of informal education and youth leadership are vitally important 
aspects of many of the Jewish movements, not only NFTY, and it is through this 
                                                           
15   Mellen, Rabbi Mike  






empowerment and this unique understanding of the importance of youth in the survival of 
a community in exile or diaspora that has brought Jewish and Tibetan youth into contact 
with each other. 
 
Partnership of Tibetans and Jews 
  
 Kalela Lancaster, a founder of TJYE and Longsho, wrote an article published on 
the 21st of March 2008 in Ha’aretz, Israel’s oldest daily newspaper (which can be read on 
the internet in English) entitled “What About Tibet?” In this article she expresses not 
only her concern and thoughts about the uprisings that had recently taken place both in 
Tibet and in the Tibetan exile community in March of 2008, but she also shares some 
pieces of her story as a Jewish person deeply connected to the Tibetan people. Several 
years after founding TJYE and Longsho in 2000, Kalela made aliyah, moved to Israel, 
and became involved in her new life and what she calls “our own issues here.” After the 
events of the Tibetan world in March of 2008 Kalela was moved, once again, to think 
about why the Tibetan-Jewish is so important.  
Here was a community that was living out the themes of the Jewish 
Zionist education I had grown up with: a story of refugees fleeing 
persecution, exiled from their homeland… Surely it was incumbent upon 
me, as a Jew, to think about Tibet, to care about Tibet, to do something 
about Tibet. …we Jews, as a people, were in a position to make a specific 
contribution to a nation in crisis, drawing from our own collective 
experience and history. What a profound compliment, what a generous gift 
to the Jewish people…We in Israel and our neighbors in the Palestinian 
territories desperately need the Tibetan case to show us the way in the 
field of nonviolent struggle.17 
 
 Marc Bergen, a former member of the Federation of Zionist Youth (FZY) a 






years, said in a conversation explained how the Tibetan Jewish exchange began: 
I think the reason why the exchange happened is more due to the exile and 
diaspora…less religion… [the] main connection is that Tibetans have been 
in exile for 50 years and they are assimilating into other societies…a 
similar experience is happening and has happened with diasporic Jews. 
The original founders (of TJYE) had a vision of sharing the model of 
Jewish youth movements with the diasporic Tibetan 
community…hadracha, informal education, as a means of fighting 
assimilation, and this is how Longsho was formed from the Jewish 
experience.18 
 
 There are many different connections that can be drawn between the Tibetan and 
Jewish people. Both Marc and Kalela emphasize a connection though identity and 
survival in exile. This very connection is what led to the dialogue in 1990 between His 
Holiness the Dalai Lama and a delegation of Jewish educators and rabbis. His Holiness 
the Dalai Lama requested the dialogue because he wanted to know ‘the secret of Jewish 
survival in exile’.19 Rodger Kamenetz’s book “The Jew in the Lotus” is a record of this 
dialogue and of the experience of the Jewish delegation throughout their time in 
Dharamsala, India. The title of the book is actually a play on the words of the Tibetan 
Buddhist mantra of compassion “om mani peme hum” meaning “the jewel in the lotus”. 
In the book, Kamenetz quotes the initial idea of a Tibetan-Jewish dialogue said by His 
Holiness the Dalai Lama, 
When we became refugees we knew our struggle was not easy, would take 
a long time, if not generations. Then we very often referred to the Jewish 
people. Through so many centuries, so many hardships, they never lost 
their culture and faith… So there are many things to learn from our Jewish 
brothers and sisters.20 
 
Kamenetz also writes about the comparison between the current Chinese occupation of 
                                                                                                                                                                               
17   Lancaster, Kalela 
18   Bergen, Marc 
19   Kamenetz, Rodger 






Tibet and the memory of the Nazi Germans of the Holocaust. While there are many 
differences between the Holocaust and the Chinese occupation of Tibet, Kamenetz 
claims, “The Holocaust took place quickly, and extermination was the conscious goal of 
the Nazis…the result of their (the Chinese government) suppressing Tibetan nationality, 
culture, and language through decades of brutally repressing rule may well be a genocide 
played out in slow motion.”21 Kamenetz goes on to discuss the similarity of the inactivity 
of the world while these horrific events occurred and are occurring, once again, in Tibet 
today. There is a feeling amongst the Jewish community that the Holocaust was a distinct 
and separate event from other genocides, cultural or ethnic cleansings, and other horrific 
events of the like. It is interesting though that through comparison to the Holocaust other 
atrocities, and in this case, specifically the current Chinese occupation of Tibet is brought 
into a more global light.          
 Certainly the Jewish experience of exile and diaspora is an important link for the 
Tibetan people in the dialogue of 1990 between Tibetan and Jewish leaders, but this was 
only the beginning. It was the beginning of making these connections and acting upon 
them to find basis for discussion and partnership. These discussions, eight years later, 
inspired Kalela Lancaster to think about the youth and the importance of youth in holding 
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The Importance of the Youth 
  
 The discovery and preservation of identity is a key goal of both Longsho and 
NFTY. Through the discussions I have had over the past couple of months in the context 
of this project, I have come to define identity as an understanding of the history, religion 
and culture to which one is connected to, both through family ties and inner, personal, 
possibly spiritual ties, and discovering how one fits his/herself into this connection and 
understanding. Through this definition, I understand that there are two parts to identity, 
one’s own, personal, individual identity and the collective identity. Both pieces of 
identity are important to the religious and cultural survival of a people in exile, and 
especially important to pass down, l’dor va’dor, from generation to generation, to the 
youth of the exile and diaspora community.  
 NFTY and Longsho are both focused on the method of informal education. It is 
through informal education that youth not only gain empowerment and the skills to 
become leaders, but they also attain and project a deeper understanding of their identity. 
In conversation with all of my informants who were once, or are currently, involved with 
Longsho, they all spoke about the importance of teaching identity. My question in return 
was always, alright, then what is it that you teach exactly? The most common initial 
answer was ‘Tibetan culture and identity’. As a person who grew up in NFTY, I 
understand that it is difficult to explain exactly what we informally teach in order to help 
youth to understand and find their places within their Jewish identity. As Rabbi Mike 
explained, informal education does not only mean games, presentations and small group 
discussions, it also means taking the everyday conversations, interactions and actions we 






learning experiences in normal, daily life.  
Experiential education aims to make the learning we do real in the world. 
The informal setting provides…moments - personal interactions, prayers 
before meals, services, mezuzot23 on doorposts, the language that’s infused 
into everyday conversation - to make Jewish education living real.24  
 
Informal education is not only structured games, it is also encouragement of conversation 
and questioning about what we do in our everyday lives that makes us who we are and 
what contributes and shapes our identity and our connection to the greater identity of our 
community.  
 In her dissertation “The Politics of  Nostalgia” Amy Lavine explores the ways in 
which individual and group identity in diaspora revolve around “notions of loss, 
displacement, exile, and dispersion as well as hope, memory, fidelity and anticipated 
return.”25 How do the youth keep these notions, these memories and hopes alive? Sonam 
Dorjee explained, “If you have a tree, there is a root, but no leaves, you cannot tell what 
kind of tree it is…there are things which attach us and make us Tibetan… it is really 
important something unite us… it is really important to educate them (the youth) about 
Tibetan culture and Tibetan life26.” This exact description, the tree, is one of the informal 
education activities used at many Longsho camps where a bare tree, with no leaves, is 
hung and each student participating in the Longsho camp writes what makes them 
                                                           
23   mezuzot are the small rectangular, often decorated, cases that are hung on the doorway of a Jewish place 
containing a small piece of scroll with two prayers written on it. One is the Sh’ma a prayer that declares the 
oneness of God, and the other is called the V’ahavta, the prayer that I previously mentioned, from “The Jew 
in the Lotus” on page 11, that reminds Jews to always remember, to teach the laws diligently to your 
children, and bind them for a sign upon your house (hence why mezuzot are hung on the doorways of 
Jewish places). 
24   Mellen, Rabbi Mike 
25   Lavine, Amy 






Tibetan on leaves that are then glued to the branches of the tree.27  
 Returning to the same question of “why is it important to educate Tibetan youth 
about Tibetand culture and identity?” I asked each of my Tibetan informants who were 
once, or who are currently involved in the leadership of Longsho, why is it important to 
educate the youth about Tibetan culture and Tibetan life. Sonam Dorjee responded,  
Young Tibetans must take part in any activity that makes them feel 
Tibetan…They must take leadership in the Tibetan community. It’s not 
just the monks and nuns to save Tibetan culture, we are the future seeds. 
Old generation must pass to young generation and young generation must 
be ready to receive it. Every young Tibetan must understand own roots to 
where they belong.”28 
 
Lhundup Woeser had a similar response, “Kids are the future seeds of Tibet… to know 
them our identity, how to maintain and how to keep. There are people in other countries 
(indicating the Tibetan diaspora outside of India) who hardly know…without education 
you are nothing.”29 Here, the connection between the Jewish youth education and the 
Tibetan youth education is due largely to the belief that children are the key to securing 
and perpetuating the unique qualities of these respective cultures. For example, in “The 
Jew in the Lotus” one of the members of the delegation of Jewish educators and rabbis, 
Rabbi Yitz Greenberg tells His Holiness the Dalai Lama about Rabbi Yochanan ben 
Zakkai. In 73 CE, when the Romans ruled Jerusalem and the Jewish people were in exile, 
Rabbi Yochanan ben Zakkai reportedly “told his students they would outlast the exile by 
teaching, interpreting, and preserving tradition…if we don’t have our Temple, but we 
have our learning, our texts…we have the power by learning to create the equivalent of 
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the Temple. It’s a portable homeland.”30 
 This idea of a “portable homeland” for the continuation of culture and identity is 
an important one. It is especially important for the Tibetans and Jews in exile and 
diaspora, and especially for the youth of these communities. As Amy Lavine states, the 
memory of life before exile and diaspora, glorification of the homeland, and feelings of 
strong ties with other members of the group through a shared remembrance, culture and 
identity are all important to maintaining unity amongst the exile or diaspora 
community.31 In the Tibetan context, “political action” refers to taking to the streets, 
rallying and protesting as important ways to publicly demonstrate the push for Tibetan 
identity politics. However, as the work of Longsho demonstrates, what is even more 
empowering to the community of Tibetans in exile is the continuation of education 
outside of the formal classroom, building of connections and a shared unity that youth are 
brought together and become empowered as leaders and able to keep the memory of their 
past and to connect to the hope for the future of their community. 
 As Professor Nathan Katz states, “we construct our memory in the present, and by 
constructing memory we create our identity. What we remember constructs who we are, 
and that’s an insight of Buddhist philosophy also. What we forget also makes us who we 
are.”32 This insight recorded as significant to the Jewish struggle for cultural and religious 
survival is what Rabbi Yitz Greenberg goes on to explain as “the Jewish secret”. He 
describes the importance of constant reminders, and of the sacralization (making sacred), 
of memory, tradition, of taking responsibility and of returning to the homeland.33 He 
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mentions several ways in which Jews are urged to remember. There is an important 
prayer in Judaism which is meant to be said daily, in which Jews are reminded “to speak 
of the law constantly and teach it diligently to your children.”34 Not only does this 
recitation of prayer encourage memory and cultural preservation, it encourages this 
through teaching, through education of the future generations: the youth. Similarly 
Sonam Dorjee emphasizes the importance of transmitting Tibetan history, culture and 
identity in similar ways to the Jewish secret according to Rabbi Greenberg. Like the 
Jewish diasporic experience of connecting to Israel, Hebrew language and community 
building outside of the historical Jewish homeland, Sonam Dorjee particularly 
emphasized the importance of connection to Tibet, Tibetan language, and building of the 
Tibetan community through connecting the youth, “that’s what we learn from Jewish 
youth camp, never forget your root.”35 
 Knowing your roots is a major point of focus in both the Tibetan and Jewish 
youth movements. Another important point of focus is how to remember and connect to 
your roots and how to bring this connection into everyday life in today’s modern, 
diasporic communities. In “The Jew in the Lotus” Rabbi Zalman Schachter-Shalomi 
discusses the difference between renewal versus restoration. In his opinion, he sees 
himself as doing “Jewish renewal, not Jewish restoration.” He goes on to explain that 
there is a need for people who not only carry tradition, but also live it. He says, “It’s not 
enough to have books…you need people who are living the books.”36 Like the Jews, the 
Tibetans are now facing the dilemma of choosing what to preserve and what needs to be 
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renewed.37    
 For the Jewish people in diaspora, even today with the modern state of Israel, this 
process continues. Judaism has been, and continues to be, adapted to the world as it 
modernizes. This is where the denominational distinctions become most prevalent. As a 
Reform Jewish youth movement, NFTY is constantly exploring what it means to 
remember but also to renew, especially within religious practices and prayer. I asked 
Rabbi Mike about the fact that NFTY is non-pluralist, a specifically Reform movement, 
and how that might work to form not only a connection to the collective Jewish memory, 
as far as un-denominated Judaism, but also fosters a more specifically, strongly Reform 
Jewish identity amongst participants in NFTY. Rabbi Mike acknowledged in response to 
this that many of the values of NFTY are uniquely seen in the “Reform” denomination 
but there is still a belief, to some extent, of a collective connection and responsibility of 
the Jewish family.38  
 Building upon “The Jew in the Lotus” Ellen Posman’s dissertation, “There’s No 
Place Like Home,” discusses the choices and future of Tibetan Buddhism in diasporic 
communities. When looking to the future of the community, the question becomes, will 
Tibetan Buddhism eventually see something resembling Jewish denominations due to the 
differences in choosing what aspects to renew and what aspects to preserve? In teaching 
the importance of identity, culture and Tibetan life, this question is one that arises for all 
Tibetan youth and especially Longsho. Here, Posman offers a particularly interesting 
argument that Tibetan Buddhism is actually a better equipped religion to deal with exile 
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than Judaism.39   
 Judaism is a very family and community centered religion whereas Tibetan 
Buddhism is highly dependent on individual understanding and practice. Jews always 
pray in groups, in fact there are prayers that cannot be said unless there is a minyan, a 
group of at least ten Jewish adults.40  As the Dalai Lama explains, “Tibetans quite easily 
adapt to new situations…Buddhist teaching is the glue the holds most Tibetans 
together.”41 Interestingly, from Posman’s dissertation and in discussion with Jamyang 
Dorjee I came to discover the variations and the distinctly unique differences between 
every Tibetan Buddhist. Posman notes that Tibetan Buddhism is a very personal practice 
that varies from family to family and person to person. Also, Jamyang Dorjee explained 
that when Longsho teaches Buddhism, they have a Lama come in to teach because 
“…Buddhism is very vast so we are not able to teach.”42 Meaning, for example, Jamyang 
could not teach Buddhism because the way he understands it is possibly very different 
from other people, and he would, essentially, not be able to teach in a more general sense, 
outside of his own practices and understanding.  
 It is interesting to think that the community aspects and the strong ties to 
synagogues of Judaism may actually make Judaism less fit for survival in exile. 
Buddhism as a more individualistic religion has therefore moved more easily because, in 
a sense, it is more portable without every person being tied to a building. 
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Religion as Glue 
 
 No matter the differences between Jews and Tibetan Buddhists, both have a 
similar experience of this constant struggle about which aspects of their religions to 
preserve and which to restore in their own context. This is especially an exceptional 
challenge for the youth of both religions, but this challenge also fosters inspiration for 
further informal discussion and therefore education, connection and unity. The discussion 
that takes place over how to adapt religion to be relevant in modern, daily life today, is 
part of the process of keeping the essence of Tibetan Buddhism and Judaism alive. For 
example, Kamenetz notes that “young Tibetans growing up in India or in Europe are not 
always interested in cultivated Buddhist practice…the Dalai Lama and the rabbis share a 
problem: how to keep religion relevant in a highly materialistic and secular culture; how 
to renew without losing continuity.”43 
 The answer that I have to offer in response to this shared problem has two parts. 
The first, brings us back to the discussion of Rabbi Yochanan ben Zakkai and the “Jewish 
secret”. According to Rabbi Yitz Greenberg, Rabbi Yochanan ben Zakkai saved Judaism 
because he “worked democratically, transferring the burden of religious practice…to 
every Jewish household. His secret was to get the average Jew involved.”44 Getting the 
average person involved is part of “the Jewish secret” and can be equally applied to the 
Tibetan community in exile. By spreading the burden of the challenge of preserving and 
adapting religious and cultural practice the discussion is broadened and deepened causing 
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a larger majority of Tibetan or Jewish people living beyond the borders of their respective 
homelands to become involved and connected in a more meaningful way as individuals 
in a greater sense of community identity.  
 This leads to the second part of my response which is the youth. The youth makes 
up a large part of both the Tibetan and Jewish communities. As cliché as it sounds, the 
youth are literally the future of their people. Youth involvement in discussions of 
religion, culture and identity is vitally important for building connections and surviving 
in diasporic and exiled experiences. In the Jewish case, this is especially proven in the 
worldwide Jewish youth movements. In the Tibetan case, young people involved in 
Longsho realize these challenges, and this is why “non-political” organizations that foster 
exchange, education, leadership and identity are absolutely necessary, and are another 
part of the “secret” to survival in diaspora and exile. 
 
Challenges for the Youth 
 
 There are many challenges that the youth of any community face while working 
to learn about, preserve and renew their culture and identity. There is a huge 
responsibility that is placed on the youth. The older generations contribute a great deal of 
pressure and their opinions to the way they feel identity and culture should be preserved, 
and this resonates with the youth, but also causes them a further struggle in the challenge 
of making decisions that will affect the future of their community. This responsibility of 
balancing the preservation of the past with the changes that will inevitably come up in the 
renewal, or making the past ideas of culture and identity relevant in the present, is 






Dorjee mentioned to me as a challenge for Tibetan youth that is similar to the challenges 
facing Jewish youth, “Tibetans outside of Tibet have a moral responsibility to support the 
Tibetans inside Tibet.”45 The youth have an immense responsibility for the their 
community, and this leads both to some struggle but also to an increased feeling of 
significance, which in turn leads youth to take a more active role in education and 
leadership. 
 A common challenge, touched upon earlier in Kalela Lancaster’s article, that 
comes up in discussion of youth in particular, is the idea of nonviolence. In many ways 
this is a huge draw to the Tibetan cause. Many people around the world are inspired by 
the Tibetan people and their extremely strong value and commitment to nonviolence. 
Rodger Kamenetz explains, “we are all caught up in the notion of justifiable violence - it 
is built into our political thinking and our law. In the West there is such a thing as 
righteous indignation and justifiable homicide.”46 Kamenetz later goes on to discuss the 
fact that Judaism does not have such a commitment to nonviolence. In fact he presents 
the questions:  
Is Jewish anger, however damaging in some respects, essential to Jewish 
survival? Or will a Judaism that continues, in some ways, to dwell on 
and even nourish a sense of anger over past injustices prove to be an 
increasingly burdensome heritage to pass on to our children as we enter 
the twenty-first century?47 
 
Similarly, amongst many Tibetan youth there is a growing sense of frustration, which 
seems to have been the case with the Jewish people. In talking with Lhundup Woeser, 
Jamyang Dorjee and Pema Tenzin, I learned that Longsho has some trouble getting 
volunteers for their camps because many of the youth who are high school and college 
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age are more involved in the more “political” organizations. Within many of these 
“political” organizations there is a struggle and a continuing dialogue amongst the 
Tibetan youth about maintaining the value of nonviolence and what is considered 
“violent” and what is not. There is much discrepancy about where the line is drawn, 
about what is against the wishes of His Holiness the Dalai Lama, and about what needs to 
be done. While this discussion is beyond the scope of this paper, it is important to note 
that this desire for quicker results and a speedier return to Tibet lead many youth to 
struggle with the question of whether nonviolence is worthwhile endeavor. This is 
significant to this study and to Longsho because although Longsho considers itself a 
“non-political” youth movement, surely, these thoughts and struggles are on the minds of 
most of the Tibetan youth. 
 It is difficult to address this issue from the Jewish perspective, because in Judaism 
the commitment to non-violence does not exist in the same sense. The Jewish perspective 
is more of one that Rodger Kamenetz describes as the mentality of the “West,” the notion 
of justifiable violence. There is even suggestion that fighting is one of the Jewish secrets. 
But, this is not what youth movements are focused on. The youth movements have the 
educational and identity-exploring purpose of moving away from violence. In her article 
“What About Tibet?” Kalela Lancaster, a founder of TJYE and Longsho and a Jewish 
woman living in Israel, says “We should look to the Tibetans to provide us with a model 
of how to make concrete gains, without violence, toward resolving questions of self-
determination and competing claims to land.”48 
 Previously, through discussion of Rabbi Mike’s input, the writing of Ellen 
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Posman and Rodger Kamenetz’s “The Jew in the Lotus,” I entertained the possibility that 
it might be possible that Tibetans may see a divide in the Tibetan Buddhist religion due to 
the changing mentalities of youth and the need to adapt traditions to modern life today. 
This is only one supposition, that may never actually come to fruition, but even still, this 
raises the question of cultural assimilation. Also, in previous discussion of what to 
preserve and what to renew, I explored the idea of the pressure that falls on youth in 
making these decisions. These decisions are vital to the greater community not only for 
the preservation of culture and identity, but also for the prevention of assimilation. But 
can assimilation really be prevented?  
 There is a feeling that change is bad. Change is a loss of identity. Change is a loss 
of tradition. This is exactly why Longsho, and youth organizations that focus on “never 
ever forgetting your roots” are so important.49 Not only do organizations like Longsho 
and NFTY teach identity and culture they also teach history, memory and collective 
identity. They go to prove that change is nothing to fear, change is not bad, change is 
inevitable and that is perfectly acceptable, as long as you carry the stories, the memories, 




 In “The Jew in the Lotus” Rodger Kamenetz reflects on how the understanding of 
exile, diaspora, and this “secret” that the Jewish people have has always, to him, seemed 
like a burden, like something that Jews always remember, cling to, and carry in sadness 
and nostalgia. After being present for the meeting of His Holiness the Dalai Lama and the 
                                                           






delegation of Jewish educators and rabbis, Kamenetz describes a feeling of true 
partnership with the Tibetan people and of honor and pride in being a Jewish person. The 
discussions recorded in “The Jew in the Lotus” that took place in 1990 had this affect not 
only on Kamenetz, but also on people such as Kalela Lancaster, the founder of TJYE, and 
Marc Bergen a Trustee of TJYE for the past four years.   
 In the 1500s there was a kabbalist, a Jewish mystic, Rabbi Yitzhak Luria taught 
that “in the first part of creation God made light and made vessels for the light. The 
vessels were too fragile, they broke, and from the broken vessels of the supernal lights, 
the material world was created.”50 Rabbi Luria taught that pieces of God, or God’s light 
are in everything, every person, every particle that makes up the material world, and it is 
the responsibility of human beings to live in the material world and to return all of the 
sparks, all of the light, to the vessels, thus creating a whole God. Rabbi Luria proposes 
that humans carry this out through living mindfully, with compassion and loving 
kindness. In these ways tikkun olam, repairing the world, will be completed. It is through 
this kabbalistic interpretation that the Jewish exile took on a deeply spiritual significance 
in understanding that the world is spiritually and, thus, materially broken and needed 
repair.51 
 While Rabbi Luria’s story is clearly a reflection of Jewish monotheism and is an 
interpretation of the Old Testament, genesis creation story, which is not relevant to every 
religion or creed, this story is a beautiful metaphor for a wider understanding of the 
brokenness of the world. The world is not only broken, in terms of exile and diaspora for 
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only the Tibetans and Jews. Indeed, there are many communities around the world who 
are struggling for homeland, for the survival of their culture, their identity and for the 
future of their children. In the context of this project, I believe that the “secret” of the 
Tibetan-Jewish youth exchange is the exchange itself. It is learning about one’s own roots 
and about the roots of other communities who have an understanding of the 
commonalities experienced and shared. In fact, this exchange speaks to the need for the 
construction of more cross-cultural bridges between disenfranchised and displaced 
peoples and minorities around the world, including Kurds, Native Americans, and 
Palestinians. 
 While building cross-cultural connections is a foundation for future research, it is 
also important to note that Amy Lavine suggests that exile and diaspora have actually 
brought the Tibetans closer together as a cohesive community working for the same 
cause, returning to Tibet.52 Moreover, not only have the Tibetan people been brought 
together for preservation of their identity and culture, they have been brought together 
with the Jewish people because of common ties to struggle for homeland and survival as 
a community in exile. Again, this leaves room for interesting and compelling future 
projects with an array of displaced peoples around the world. 
 Finally, it is especially important, as TJYE recognizes, that connections are built 
through the youth. The youth carry the burdens of the challenges, the victories of 
successes, the stories, the memories, the culture, the continuation of identity and the 
“secrets.” The youth of the Tibetan and Jewish communities in exile and diaspora are 
faced with an immense responsibility for survival. As Professor Nathan Katz says, “the 
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danger is failing to transmit the beauty, the joy, the profundity. If we fail to do that…then 









































                                                           






































































 This is a letter from His Holiness the Dalai Lama to TJYE, which can be found on 










 The following is a copy of a document given to me by Sonam Dorjee. It is a very 
early write up about what Longsho is, how and why it was formed and plans for the 



















































































 The following is the most recent, but mot yet printed for distribution, Longsho 
















































































 The following is a project proposal for the Longsho camps of 2006 and 2007. 
This document, given to me by Sonam Dorjee, shows all of the background planning and 
logistics that goes into the planning and running of Longsho camps. In this document you 
will find background information on Longsho and on the camps as well as a plan for the 
















































































































 The following document was sent by Marc Bergen and TJYE requesting 












































































































































































































































 When the independent study period first began, I had already been in contact with 
a few key people, Pema Tenzin la and Marc Bergen. I had previously spoken both Marc 
and Pema Tenzin, and expressed my interest in Longsho and TJYE. Throughout the 
months leading up to the independent study period I was kept in the loop, through e-mail 
correspondence with both Marc and Pema Tenzin, about what was currently going on in 
TJYE and Longsho. I was copied in conversations conducted through e-mail amongst the 
organizers of TJYE and Longsho. In late October I received a few e-mails from Marc 
about Longsho’s current financial troubles and possible solutions for this. I was told that 
Longsho probably would not have a winter camp this year, and if they did manage to 
have a winter camp it would not be until late December, once I had already returned to 
the United States following the end of the SIT program.  
 I was originally quite disappointed to hear about Longsho’s financial struggles, 
but as I have learned over the past month of research for this project, the situation is not 
as desperate as I had thought. While Longsho is still in serious need of funding, they have 
recently moved into a new, smaller office and the current president Jamyang Dorjee and 
incoming president Pema Tenzin have both been working very hard to raise funds and to 
organize a winter camp for Longsho that they hope will take place at a monastery in 
Dharamsala later this winter. 
 Much of this project was inspired by and conducted through my own personal 
relationships with my informants. While literary research played some part, particularly 
reading Rodger Kamenetz’s “The Jew in the Lotus,” the majority of this project has been 
dependent on conversation and exploring my own interests in the context of TJYE, an 
organization, now that it is on my radar, which is a point of interest for me personally. 
While I know that this is not supposed to be a record of my personal journey, I have done 














Brief Biography of My Independent Study Project Advisor, Marc Bergen 
 
 Marc Bergen is 27 years of age and is from Leeds, England. Marc is a former 
member of FZY, The Federation of Zionist Youth, a Zionist, Pluralist, Jewish youth 
movement in the UK. After high school Marc spend a year in Israel with FZY. Marc is a 
lawyer and found out about TJYE and became involved after a three week trip he took to 
Tibet. He visited Dharamsala after this trip and was “struck by all of the Tibetan 
nationalism there.” Marc found TJYE written on a building, and being “very nosey” went 
in to see what it was. On the wall he saw many pictures and in those pictures, many 
people that he knew from his years involved in FZY. Once he returned to England, Marc 
e-mailed a lot of people who he knew were involved in TJYE. Marc has been a Trustee of 
TJYE for the past four years and has worked to continue the Tibetan Jewish youth 









































Lectures and Courses 
 
Akestor, Matthew. Political History of Modern Tibet. 17 October 2010.  
 Lecture with entire SIT Nepal: Tibetan and Himalayan Peoples Fall 2010 group. 
 
Dobkowski, Professor Michael. Foundations of Jewish Thought. January-May 2009. 
Course offered through the Religious studies department in the spring semester of  2009 at Hobart 




Bergen, Marc. Personal Interview via skype and e-mail correspondence. October-
 November 2010. 
Trustee of TJYE for the past four years, lawyer and past member of the Federation of Zionist 
Youth in England. Marc is my advisor for this independent study project (ISP). I first got in touch 
with Marc when I sent an e-mail to the “contact us” e-mail address listed on the Tibetan Jewish 
Youth Exchange (TJYE) website. There is a brief biography of Marc which can be found 
previously on page 71. (MBergen@reedsmith.com) 
 
Dorjee, Jamyang. Personal interview. 24 November 2010 at 10:30am. 
Current and outgoing (2009 and 2010) President of Longsho. I met Jamyang and Pema Tenzin at 
the same time at the new Longsho office on Tipa road in Mcloed Ganj, Dharmsala, India. 
 
Dorjee, Sonam. Personal interview. 17 November 2010 at approximately 4:00pm .  
Longsho Youth Worker 2004. Currently Sonam is the President of the Dharamsala chapter of 
Tibetan Youth Congress (TYC). I met Sonam through the recommendation of Neema-la, one of 
our, SIT Nepal Tibetan and Himalayan Peoples Fall 2010, Tibetan language teachers in Mcloed 
Ganj, Dharmsala, India. 
 
Dorjee, Sonam. Personal interview. 20 Novemebr 2010 at  approximately 3:30pm 
 
Dorjee, Tenzin (Tendor). E-mail correspondence. 16-24 November 2010 
Current Executive Director of Students for a Free Tibet. Studied at the TCV (Tibetan Children’s 
Village) and at Brown University. Currently living in New York, USA. I met Tendor first when 
our entire SIT Nepal Tibetan and Himalayan Peoples Fall 2010 group attended his talk in Mcleod 
Ganj, Dharamsala, India on the 16th of October 2010. Although I do not specifically quote Tendor 
anywhere in my paper, I am including him here because I spoke to him through out the 
independent study period and he encouraged my thinking about several ideas presented in this 
paper. (tendor@studentsforafreetibet.org) 
 
Mellen, Rabbi Mike. E-mail correspondence. 16 - 24 November 2010. 
Current Director of the North American Federation of Temple Youth (NFTY) and Rabbinic Dean 
of the Union for Reform Judaism (URJ) Kutz Camp. I know Rabbi Mike from my own 
involvement in NFTY and through working at the URJ Kutz Camp. Rabbi Mike currently live in 










Tenzin, Pema. Personal interview. 24 November 2010 at 10:30am. 
Incoming (2010 and 2011) President of Longsho. I was first in touch with Pema  Tenzin after 
sending an e-mail to the “contact us” e-mail address on the Longhso website. 
(longsho_tym@yahool.com) 
 
Woeser, Lhundup. Personal interview. 21 November 2010 at 11:00am. 
President of Longsho in 2006 and 2007. He currently works at Village Tours and Travel on Dolma 
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Suggestions for Further Research 
 
 I would love to see some further research on the people who have participated in 
Longsho and TJYE. I would love to know what their experience were and how their lives 
were affected or changed by participating in TJYE and Longsho. It would be really 
interesting to see what the older, former participants of TJYE and Longsho are doing 
now. Did they stay involved in activism in some way? Maybe they became involved in 
the leadership TJYE itself and moved to England! Maybe they are no longer involved in 
activism at all, but how did Longsho change the way they live everyday? It would be 
great to know if the informal education continues outside of Longsho and TJYE in 
Tibetan homes and among Tibetan families and friends.  
 
